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Introduction
A significant amount of research has been carried out in the classification of human behaviours.
Many of these studies model human behaviour patterns to learn about the user’s state or predict
future behaviours. This has been the motivation for the field of “Affective computing" which is the
affective response to Human-Computer Interaction with consideration of the temporal user state.
Multimodal sensory data has been instrumental in determining user affective states [1]–[6] including
attention [7], [8]. These models are created through computational intelligence methods and are
instrumental in determining user affective states.
Maintaining student engagement in learning is important because it is the most reliable feature for
determining successful learning [9], [10]. In the absence of student engagement, deep conceptual
learning is also not present [11]. Deep conceptual learning is essential as it is attributed to long-term
learning and new skill achievement [11].
Research into the underlying language of interactions in which people may engage with computers
plays a significant role in the design and implementation of smart interfaces for a variety of
applications, from learning to assistive [12]. Such interfaces should be capable of adapting to the
individual user needs and act in an appropriate manner according to the context of the situation and
the requirements. Being able to monitor, track and react contextually to users' interests and
engagement plays a vital role in achieving this.
One of the main ways to measure attention and engagement in students with special educational
needs is the use of the Special Schools and Academies Trust (SSAT) Engagement Scale [13]. “The
Engagement Profile and Scale is a classroom tool developed through SSAT’s research into effective
teaching and learning for children with complex learning difficulties and disabilities. It allows
educators to focus on the child’s engagement as a learner and create personalized learning
pathways” [14]. The scale has been used to assess the impact of new technologies in special
education – especially in the introduction of robots in studies [15], [16] which investigated the
suitability of humanoid robots to support students with Profound and Multiple Learning Disabilities
(PMLD).
One potential issue is that teachers assign a subjective rating to each component which might be
subject to inter-rater variability. Studies have shown [17]–[19] that the teachers have variable
accuracy and different levels of success in determining the affect state of students. The variable
success in determination of student affect state introduces noise in observatory data collection
methods, also the imprecise affect state labelling in this method casts doubt on the validity of affect
data labelled by the teachers.
Despite the growing knowledge on measuring attention based on standardized tests, little work has
been done to explore possible correlations of this understanding to non-invasive sensory data. In
this study, we explore a method of automating this process through the objective labelling of
collected sensory data by looking at an independent measure for attention, the students’ own
performance in an attention demanding test.

1. Method
A Continuous Performance Test (CPT) [20] is a common physiological test used to track sustained
and selective attention. This approach provides knowledge of the student’s temporal performance
with regards to the measured ‘attention’ indicators. Using mobile devices, a child’s level of attention
can be assessed in a non-intrusive manner by analysing their head position, facial expressions, eye
gaze and electrical activity of the brain (EEG) that will be collected via the built-in sensors or via
Bluetooth connected to a mobile device on which the child is playing a game (acting as a CPT). This
experimental setup is displayed in Figure 1.
Signal detection [21] theory gives quantifiable information on the improvement of deterioration of
attention in response to an intervention. The CPT provides reliable measures of attention and there
are significant correlations between its outcome measures (errors and response time) and teacher
based ratings of inattention and compulsivity [22]. We use Swanson’s CPT [21] to create ‘games’ that
test a person’s attention inside their comfort zone. Using mobile devices, a child’s level of attention
can be assessed in a non-intrusive manner by analysing their bio-sensory data via the built-in or
wireless Bluetooth connection sensors to the mobile device on which the child is playing a CPT
game.
The CPT outcome measures will allow us to segment these multimodal data from each student
playing games (head posture, facial expression, eye gaze and EEG) into regions of high and low
attention, and provides the labels by which we can supervise the learning of the data. This is
fundamental to our approach – where the tool will be able to predict the attention level of each
student undertaking a range of learning activities on their mobile device, and hence allow their
teacher to understand what engages them best (as part of the process of initiation of attention,
engagement and disengagement). This is very important since as Carpenter [11] points out
‘engagement is the single best predictor of learning in students with learning disabilities’, and
without engagement there will be no deep learning [23], or meaningful outcome [24].

Figure 1. The multimodal experimental setup includes sensors connected to a tablet that track affect related sensory
information.

2. Games description
Five games have been proposed of which the first 3 have been developed in Matlab [25] and their
Android versions [26]. These games are based on the same logic. The learner must respond by
pressing a button after a predefined pattern is displayed to them. This pattern and other signals will
be displayed to the student in random order in a continuous repetitive test. This test measures the
visual attention and the engagement of the student over a duration of time.

Figure 2. The progression of slides is the main foundation of a CPT.

Generally, a signal slide is shown and is followed by a blank slide, which allows for both a period of
break before the next slide and also forces the participant to use recollection to make a decision on
their choice of response.
The CPT is facilitated using 4 base slides, A, X, B and Y.
A: Is the Primer, in an AX type game it is a precondition for the X. i.e. the
student needs to press the button if they see the A then the X slide. In our
example, this is a picture of a green alien.

B: Is the Primer Imitation, which tries to imitate the primer as closely as
possible; it resembles the primer but is slightly different. In our example, this is
a picture of a green backpack.

X: Is the Target, and is always used in the signal definition. In our example, this
is a picture of an orange cat.

Y: Is the Target imitation, and tries to imitate the signal as closely as possible,
other letters can be used to represent the other imitations. In our example, this
is a picture of an orange dog.

2.1 Game goal
When a predefined Target (we call this slide or combination slides the “Target”) appears on the
screen the student should respond with a predefined action (we call this the “Student Response”).
For example, the X slide can be a slide that has a cat in it and the student response can be ‘pressing a
predefined button’.

3. CPT slide population and data recording
The order of the slides will be created using the Procedural Content Generation (PCG) method from
a seed. Both the seed and the order are recorded. Using PCG ensures that a session’s conditions can
be closely replicated as far as possible in the future.
All button presses regardless of which button is pressed, and how many times it has been already
pressed, is recorded - with timestamps, regardless of the current slide.
In a Type-X and Seek-X test, there are 70% X slides and 30% distractor slides (Y, A, B, …). In a Type-AX
test, Seek-AX or Seek-AX Quiz tests there are 70% A->X slides, 10% B->Y slides and 10% A->Y and
10% B->X. Blank slides last for 1 or 1.2 seconds – and this is chosen randomly, to discourage
participant anticipation. If the Target appears on the screen and the student responds (however,
late) on a blank slide points are still awarded. If the Target has not appeared on the screen and the
student responds on a blank slide points are still deducted.
Considering that the A, X, B, Y slides are each shown for 1.5 seconds and the blank slide lasts 1 or 1.2
seconds the student has 2.5 or 2.7 seconds to respond at maximum. Slide display duration can be
changed to reduce or increase difficulty. The number of images shown in each slide can be increased
or decreased to increase or decrease the level of challenge through changes in complexity.

4. Individual CPT Games
The following CPT types are being developed for this project, the first three have been completed
and the 4th and 5th are still in production:
•
•
•
•
•

Game 1: Simple Type-X CPT test
Game 2: Seek-X CPT test (find Casey the Cat)
Game 3: Type-AX CPT test
Game 4: Seek-AX CPT test (find Casey the cat with a pre-condition slide)
Game 5: Seek-AX test with Quiz

The iOS version of the CPT games platform can be seen in the following screens in Figure 3.

CPT game menu

X Slide

Y Slide

Reward slide

Figure 3. CPT game platform screen shots from the iOS application.

4.1 Characterisation of the CPT test by NTU
The characterisation of the CPT test is done to establish a more personal relationship between
student participants and the platform. This has shown to improve memory and recall abilities in
subsequent sessions with the students. It is critical for CPT validity that the participants have valid
recognition of the target, as distinct from the other images.
The CPT has three different images. In the X and AX tests however you only see one at a time but in
the Seek-X type games you may see all three images on one screen. These three images are:
1. The target image
2. The imitation target image
3. The contrast image
All images are royalty free for use in this project.

4.2 Target image
The target image is characterized as the protagonist of the CPT game and must be completely
recognizable by the participant. We do this by creating a short story about the target image.
Teacher says:
 Meet Casey the cat.
 Casey the cat says Hey!

Figure 4 Casey the cat introduction image, in the auto-tutorial of the game (plays before the game starts)

 Casey the cat has whiskers, two eyes and ears, one pink nose and orange fur.

Figure 5 Casey the cat in the normal format of the target image

Casey the cat congratulating the participant in getting the answer right.

Figure 6 Casey the cat congratulating the participant, this image is animated with some fun melody playing in the
background.

Imitation target
The Imitation image must closely resemble the target image. The closer this image resembles the
target image (by shape, colour and form) the harder the signal detection and challenge of the CPT
becomes. The target imitation image must also be presented and introduced to the participant
before the test starts, making sure the participant can distinguish it from the target image.

 This is Berry the dog, Berry the dog also has orange fur but has no whiskers!

Figure 7 Berry the dog is the imitation target, and this is the normal format of this image.

Contrast image
The contrast image is the last image that is used in the CPT test. It is designed to have different
shape, colour and form to the target image. Using more instances of the contrast image in the test
compared to the imitation target image, will reduce the difficulty of the CPT. The difficulty of the test
can be graded, by changing the ratio of the imitation target images to the contrast images in the
test.

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

The contrast image must also be introduced to the participant and their differentiation of the image
from the target image must be established.
 This is Alex the Alien. Alex the Alien is mostly green, doesn’t have whiskers or ears. He has
two eyes and antennae.

Figure 8 Alex the alien is the contrast image and is highly different from the target image.

4.3 CPT Test Type X
In this most basic version of the CPT test, which is best suited for participants with limited memory
and recall abilities. Due to the simplicity and lack of complexity in the signal description, the game
dynamics, goals and rewards can be easily explained to the participants. The game screens are
displayed in Figure 9.
In this game when the signal is present (in this example the signal is the race car image). The game
challenge can be increased by reducing the slide display time, and the response time-out time.

X: Signal

Y: Distractor

Figure 9. Demonstrates the two outcomes of a Type-X CPT.

4.4 Seek-X CPT test (find Casey the cat)
The Seek-X type game introduces complexity to the X-Type CPT by adding noise to the X slide. This
noise is added by displaying the signal in between many distractor and imitation images. In the
below example (Figure 10) the signal is ‘Casey the Cat’ and the image of the dog and the green alien
are the target imitation and the contrast image. A Seek-X game is the next level up in CPT
complexity, as it does not require memory and recall ability, and also the signal definition has the
same level of complexity as the Type-X CPT. The game can be made easier or more challenging by
making the image grid bigger or smaller. The Type-X and Seek-X games for this reason are best
suited for children with Special Educational Needs (SEN) because their signal definition is clear and
easy to remember, while the range of challenge can be easily adjusted without changing the game
dynamics.

Figure 10. The Seek-X type game has the same signal definition of the X type CPT however with the added complexity of
multiple signal imitators and distractors showing on the X slide at the same time as the signal.

Another advantage of the ‘seek’ type games is that it exploits the visual motor skills of the student
and is a suitable method for discovering partial visual blindness or motor restriction in the eyes.
The working seek-X game prototype can be seen here (Figure 11) in this YouTube video [27].

Figure 11. YouTube screen shot of video [27], Michael participating in the Seek-X CPT test at school.

4.5 Type-AX CPT test
Increasing difficulty in the CPT can be achieved by using a more complex signal design. In the AX type
example, the participant is asked to press the button only if they see an orange cat after green alien.
Both the image of the cat and alien is introduced to the learner to facilitate the CPT criteria of
complete familiarity with the signal, and the time allowance is set to a comfortable amount for each
participant individually.
Two alternative images (an orange dog and green backpack) seen in Figure 12, are also added to the
test to introduce even more difficulty. The backpack and dog in this example respectively represent
the B and Y slides.

Figure 12. In this image the numerous outcomes of a type-AX CPT are demonstrated, each response represents a different
and unique outcome.

4.6 Seek-AX CPT test (find Casey the cat with a precondition)
The Type Seek-AX game follows the same logic of the Type-AX game but also has the dynamics of the
Seek-X game. The student should only press the button if they see Casey and the precondition is
met. Let’s say the precondition here is for the screen border to be gold in colour as seen in Figure 13.

Casey the cat
Figure 13. Demonstrates some of the different outcomes of a Seek-AX CPT.

The Seek-AX is specifically suited to track mainstream students’ visual attention, and multi-tasking
skills. This added complexity in the signal is designed to suit more resilient mainstream students.

4.7 Seek-AX test with Quiz
The Type Seek-AX Quiz game follows the same logic of the Seek-AX game but also has an added
challenge. In this example (Figure 14) the challenge is a maths addition problem.
No purple equation equals 9

Figure 14. In the Seek-AX with Quiz test, the precondition also challenges the mathematical skill level of the student in the
CPT. In this example the precondition is that the answer needs to match the colour of the equation that equals it.

In this game: Press the button if you see a maths equation equal to the number in the middle AND in
the same colour (this is the pre-condition). The most complex and complete CPT test is the Seek AX
with Quiz - in this design the visual attention skills, multitasking, and mathematical skill levels of the
student are also tested. This CPT is suited to test not only engagement but also the relationship
between engagement and the problem-solving skills of the student in time-constrained problems.

5. CPT Measurements
The continuous performance measures are recorded for each session. These include the student’s
reaction time, response outcome, the slide order, complexities, and the type of CPT.
Specifically, the platform records every button press, the button press coordinates, time stamp and
which number slide it happened on. The platform exports this data in excel format. Table 1 shows
some example data. For the response column, ‘CC’ stands for correct commission, ‘WC’ stands for
Wrong Commission, ‘CO’ stands for Correct Omission, and ‘WO’ stands for Wrong Omission. The Net
total of the session targets is, Total Targets ‘TP’ and the total of the session target imitations or
contrast images is ‘TI’ shown in Table 2.

Table 1. CPT response table
Slide
number

Slid
e

Response

Slide
displayed

Slide
hidden

Press 1 time
and coord.

Press 2 time
and coord.

1

B

WC

5:30:15.500

5:30:17.000

2

X

WC

5:30:18.000

5:30:19.500

3
4

A
X

CO
CC

5:30:20.700
5:30:22.200

5:30:22.200
5:30:23.700

5:30:16.148 –
(200,250)
5:30:18.273 –
(1005,330)

5:30:18.558 –
(500,800)

5:30:22.768 –
(760,380)

5:30:23.028 –
(350,1000)

Press 3
time and
coord.

…

Press N
time and
coord.

5:30:23.208
– (350,560)

Table 2. Signal detection confusion matrix
⇓ Student Response

⇓ Target ⇓

Student Press ⇒

Correct Commission (CC) =
Student presses and there
was a Target on the screen.
25
Wrong Omission (WO) =
Student Omission and there
was a Target on the screen.
3

Student Omission⇒

Total slides⇒

Total Targets (TT): 28

⇓ What is on screen ⇓
⇓ No Target ⇓
Wrong Commission (WC) = Student presses
and there was No Target on the screen.
7
Correct Omission (CO) = Student Omission and
there was No Target on the screen.
13

Total Imitations (TI): 20

Total
student
decisions ⇓
Total
presses (TP)
⇓
32
Total
omissions
(TO) ⇓
16
48

5.1 Analysis
As outlined in Section 1 (Method) Swanson’s [28] application of the signal detection theory gives
quantifiable information on the improvement of deterioration of attention in response to an
intervention (CPT). It is postulated that a CPT is a reliable measure of attention since there are
significant correlations between its outcome measures (errors and response time) and teacher
based ratings of inattention, hyperactivity and compulsivity in school children [20].
The CPT outcome measures allow us to understand patterns in the collected multimodal data when
each student is playing the games described in this report (body posture, facial expression, eye gaze,
EEG, posture, thermal data). High reaction times, or large numbers of errors probably means a low
level of attention. Conversely low reaction times, or low numbers of errors probably characterise a
high level of attention. Once we collect enough data from a diverse range of students, we use
Machine Learning techniques to make sense of these complex data, and this approach provides the
labels by which we can supervise the learning method for the data. This approach allows us to
segment the labelled multimodal data into regions of high and low attention. In the future we can
present unlabelled data to our algorithms and they will still be able to predict attention and
engagement as long as we have ‘trained’ them appropriately.
This is fundamental to our approach – where the Engagement App (described in IO3) will be able to
predict the attention level of each student undertaking a range of learning activities on their mobile
devices, and hence allow their teacher to understand what engages them in terms of classroom

activities and approaches. We then guide teachers on how to use the output of Engagement App in
our ‘What’s Next?’ section of IO4 – Handbook for Teachers. This section describes interventions,
case studies and advice on how to best include students with mild and moderate disabilities in
mainstream classrooms using this assessment of attention and engagement.
Without these labels, there would be no objective measure or automated way of performing a
supervised learning method on the data. The data is labelled by the system in real-time - this allows
for time critical responses to the data frames, which is the basis of our ‘Data Fusion’.

5.2 Signal Detection Theory
In the 1950s, a major theoretical advance was made by combining detection theory with statistical
decision theory. Signal Detec�on Theory or SDT is the basis for data analysis in this work. SDT was
adapted as a psychological theory by Tanner and Swets in 1954 [29]. It was only in 90’s that Signal
Detec�on Theory was expanded with analy�cal methods to evaluate bias in detail, by Swets and
Picket [30] and by Macmillan and Creelman [31]. The CPT was ﬁrst introduced by Swanson as an
standardiza�on of the SDT in the 80’s [21][28] to study vigilance and sustained and selec�ve
aten�on in children with learning diﬃculty.
CPT is a typical sensory experiment that involves a large number of trials, the participant must try to
detect a signal that varies in intensity from obviously detectable to difficulty to detect. The
participant must respond positively (i.e., there is a target) or negatively (i.e., there is no target).
There are two possible responses, "True" and "False". There are also two different possibilities for
the target, either present or absent. Table 3 describes the combination of an observer's response
and whether the target is actually there.
Table 3. Shows the possible outcomes of the Signal Detection theory.

Stimulus Present
Stimulus Absent

Respond "Absent"
Miss
Correct Rejection

Respond "Present"
Hit
False Alarm

Signal Detection Analysis Indexes:
There are different signal detection analysis tools. Some of these are d’ (D prime) known as
discriminability, which was defined first by Brophy in [32]. d’ is the ability of the student to
discriminate between Correct Omissions and Correct Commissions. This index is especially important
to our study as it shows the global ability of the student, on the day, to perform with the CPT test. It
will allow us to access if the CPT difficulty is suitable for the student and also to monitor the
processing power and fatigue of the student on a day to day basis. This measure can also be used to
compare the processing power between students.
To calculate the value of d’, we must first become familiar with the concept of z-scores and φ (phi).
The z-score is defined as the distance from the mean in units of standard deviation. Φ is a function
of z-scores to probabilities of a normal distribution.
In the case of signal detection theory, our interest is specifically in inverse phi or φ-1 which converts
normal distribution probabilities of the CPT test (outcome ratios, which we have access to) to zscores.

Given that we have this for d’:
d’ = φ-1(H) - φ-1(FA)
Equation 1. Signal Detection discrimination formula

Where H is the Hit rate and FA is the False Alarm rate. The hit rate is the proportion of trials where
the target was present, and the student responded that the target was present. The false alarm rate
is the proportion of trials where the stimulus was not present, and the subject responded that the
stimulus was present.

Hit rate (H):
H is the probability of a yes response given the target is present: H=P (yes|present). H can vary
between 0 and 1.
H = P (yes|present) = CC / TT
Equation 2. Hit rate equation for the Signal Detection Theory

For the example from the confusion matrix: H = 25/28 = 0.89

False alarm rate (FA) [sometimes also shown as F]:
FA is the probability of a yes response given the target is absent: FA=P (yes|absent). FA can vary
between 0 and 1.
FA = P (yes|absent) = WC / TI
Equation 3. False Alarm rate equation for the Signal Detection Theory

For the example from the confusion matrix: FA = 7/20 = 0.35
Given the above values the d’ value for the example in Table 2 is calculated in the following way:
d’ = φ-1 (0.89) – φ-1 (0.35) =1.23 – (- 0.39) = 1.61

A’ area under the ROC
Another useful variable in determining distinction properties of a participant, estimates the Receiver
Operating Characteristics (ROC) area, and was first proposed by Snodgrass, Levy-Berger, & Haydon,
in 1985 [33] as a measure independent of any assumptions of the distributions of the signal and
noise. This indicator can be used as an alternative to d’. In this way, it becomes a powerful tool in
determining distinction, where the noise and signal distribution are not normal, or the distribution is
unknown. A’ is calculated from the following formula [34].
𝐴𝐴′ = 0.5 + 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝐻𝐻 − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹)

(𝐻𝐻 − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹)2 + |𝐻𝐻 − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹|
4 max(𝐻𝐻, 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹) − 4𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

Equation 4. Formula for area underneath the curve using H and FA

c neutral point
c is the “neutral point” [34], the centre between the noise and signal distributions, where all decision
bias is measured from. ‘c’ can be used to determine if the participant is biased in their responses, we
will use this to value to determine the student bias in responses. Potentially if their responses are
too skewed, this could indicate that they do not understand the target signal from the noise, and
that may be needed to re-instated. Alternatively, it could be a sign of fatigue or irritability.
Macmillan described c, initially in his book [35] in 1993. It should not be confused with the user
Criterion (which is shown with a capital C). c is calculated with the following formula [34]:
𝒄𝒄 = −

𝝋𝝋−𝟏𝟏 (𝑯𝑯) + 𝝋𝝋−𝟏𝟏 (𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭)
𝟐𝟐

Equation 5. Neutral point or the centre of noise and signal distributions

c and other signal detection values is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. d’, C amd β shown respectively in the noise and signal normal distribution probability chart

C The user response Criterion
The user’s response criterion is the identifier (a flag post) of a student’s personal criteria in
distinguishing noise and signals. Any signal strength above the criterion is recognized by the student
as a target and anything weaker than the student’s criterion is viewed as noise by the student. It is
also shown as the centre of the noise and signal distributions, as seen in Figure 15. The response
criterion is biased if on either side of the intersection of the noise and target normal distributions.

Response Bias β, for a given session criterion
One way to measure participant bias is β, measuring response bias determines if the participant can
clearly distinguish between the target and noise signal and also is not skewed in their responses
which could be signs that the student is fatigued or irritated. Where C is the criterion, the ratio of

the probability of the student recognizing a signal on a noise slide divided by the probability for a
signal slide [34]. In more simple terms, the height of the noise distribution at C (noise likelihood)
divided by the height of the signal distribution at C (signal likelihood). The formula for β is the
following:
β (bias) =

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 (𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜)
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜)

Equation 6. Response bias equation

This is shown in Figure 15. β in effect is a value that describes the eagerness of describing a slide as a
signal, a ratio of the bias towards seeing a signal regardless of if the slide is or not. A bias of 1 (β = 1)
is a neutral bias and a β>1 signifies conservative bias while β<1 signifies a liberal bias.
However, as a rule of thumb β is for mainstream and non-mainstream users is divided at 3, where
the non-mainstream users are frequently seen as more conservative [20].
𝛽𝛽 =< 3
𝛽𝛽 (𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) = �
𝛽𝛽 > 3

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (𝑎𝑎 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢)
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 − 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢)

Equation 7. Bias as an outcome of the CPT test

Students with Autism are usually very conservative representatives of the CPT test [20] and
mainstream students are relatively more liberal.

Figure 16. The relationship between the H and FA. Superior performance in the top left corner of the chart. Strong bias on
the extremities of the (0,0) – (1,1) diagonal.

Bias represented as B’’D
An alternative way to determine bias is B’’D, some studies prefer to use this assessment [36]. Bias
represented by B’’D is a way of measuring if a student is a liberal or conservative in their detection of
the signal. It is a good way of contrasting the student’s outcome result against how much risk they
are willing to take. i.e. low mistakes could mean the student has not made many attempts (if they
are conservative) and a high hit rate could mean they are always pressing the button (if they are
liberal). The relationship between B’’D and H and FA is shown in Figure 17.

If H and FA are plotted in a two dimensional plot, the formula for B’’D is the following:
𝐵𝐵′′𝐷𝐷 =

[(1 − 𝐻𝐻)(1 − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹) − 𝐻𝐻 ∗ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹]
[(1 − 𝐻𝐻)(1 − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹) + 𝐻𝐻 ∗ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹]

Equation 8. Some studies prefer B’’D as an alternative measure for bias.

Figure 17. B’’D values shown relatively to the Hit and False Alarm rates.

6. Implementation of Games
Over the second stage of the project, the first four games have been developed and piloted, the
planned fifth game (Seek AX CPT test with quiz) has not been implemented, as a result of the
outcomes from early piloting. Our testing groups all have a degree of learning disability, and taking
into account the experience in testing the first two games, Type-X and Seek-X in early 2019, it was
apparent that the complexity of the Seek-AX with quiz would be well beyond the achievable level of
our learners, and therefore not be used by the target group of Pathway+.
It was also recognised in this early piloting that a number of additional features in the app, which
had not been considered in the original project specification, would be beneficial to the project and
its beneficiaries. These included adding settings to increase/decrease complexity of the existing
games, settings to alter which sensors were used, an optional visualisation of eye gaze, and
sensitivity adjustments in use of the engagement tracking algorithm. It was decided it would
therefore be more beneficial to the project to devote the development time instead to add further
functionalities to the Engagement measurement app itself. These are fully described in Section 7.

7. Additional Functionality
The additional functionality added was as follows:

7.1 Sensor settings
We have added a toggle for the True depth camera (which allows it to be switched on and off). The
app has been specifically coded to allow for the potential future use of the Muse EEG headband and
Gyroscope.

7.2 Game settings
We have added fields in the settings area of the app to allow variation of the number of slides, slide
display time, blank slide display time and blank slide variation.

7.3 SEEK game settings
An additional matrix size has been created for the SEEK games – there is now the option of both 4X6
and 3X5.

7.4 Visualization settings
We have implemented Eye gaze visualization to be device independent (screen PPI, width and height
compensation can be edited to match the device being used).

7.5 Live (mode) settings
Piloting suggested that it would be useful to allow modification of the sample window duration (in
order to capture engagement, averaged over a period between 1 and 20 seconds) and tolerance
(which affects how readily the indicator will change from red through to green). These have been
added to the settings area.

8. Conclusions
In this research project, an objective method for tracking learner attention has been presented.
Learner attention is tracked using a continuous performance test, which is an objective method of
determining real time learner attention. This method is enriched with performance analytics that
allow the system to determine periods of low and high attention. The project used the CPT analysis
to establish a method for real-time labelling of the bio-sensor data with labels of low and high
attention levels through the CPT outcome measures. These CPT signal detection theory indexes have
been described in full, formulas have been provided, and example use cases have been given. The
learner’s answers to the CPT test, correct and wrong responses and reaction time, determine these
measures. Sensor data arising from four sensor sources (body posture, eye gaze, facial expressions,
and head posture) is labelled into regions of high and low attention. Attention related features are
selected and unified in the multimodal fusion approach. This forms the automatic and objective
labelling of the bio-sensor data, which forms the input of the machine learning algorithms.
The application and game set created has be formed from a combination of both the original project
specification and the results from iterative piloting experience and feedback with the target users in
a school environment. The specification has been altered during the iterative build and test process
to create an application and set of games that meets the exact needs of the target users with mild or
moderate learning disabilities.
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